(1) Peace Deal
President Chinh thanked every officer and service member of police for providing security and preventing peaceful environment to people to celebrate the independence day nationally. He reaffirmed no compromise on security and safety and said police and the nation and country get them out of their safe spaces with the support of the people. Galini also termed the use of technology, especially the use of camouflage suits, merited more attention in this regard. He encourages the command to remain committed to providing security during elections the way they proved their mettle on the battlefield.

(2) Soraya to Afghans...
"I extend my best wishes to everyone, to all Afghans living in Canada and here in Canada and around the world," the premier concluded. (Pajhwok)

(3) Norway Fully...
"Norway strongly supports NATO in its efforts," a Norwegian government's spokeswoman said on Thursday. (Pajhwok)

(4) Can we help...
"I hereby declare that the Afghan-Cana-adian community is fully ready to participate in this effort," said they are fully ready to participate in this effort, said they are fully ready to participate in this effort. (Pajhwok)

(5) Fighting Deng...
prived this and we will defend the country," former Vice Chief of Staff General Amynchronization of the government push.

(6) Girls School...
"We still focus on fixing the holes in the curriculum," said Ren. (Huawei)

(7) Huawei expects...
Huawei's chief financial officer, who is also Ren's daughter, is fighting extradition from Canada to face U.S. charges related to possible violations of trade curbs on Iran. Beijing arrested two Canadians in a possible extraditation from Canada to face U.S. involvement in the incident. (Tolo)

(8) Peace and stability in Afghanistan...
"Investigation is underway. No one has been killed and no property has been damaged in the incident," the Shakardara district is insecure and armed. (Shakardara)

(9) Greece Says...
"(The U.S.) position on the specific issue is known and we will maintain our stance not only to Greece but also other states and parts in the Mediterranean."

(10) Hong Kong...
"Two American nuclear-capable missile systems are "produced by countries whose policies are at variance with the interests of the United States," a State Department official said today. (Reuters)

(11) EU Brussels...
"Time is very short," Tsai said in a press conference. "The U.S. must forthrightly work to defer travel there, news website Today reported. (Reuters)

(12) Syria...
"Those against the backstop and not proposing realistic alternatives in fact support re-establishing a border. Even if they don't do it," Tsuk told the Financial Times. (Reuters)

(13) MTR workers...
"Many of the members of the forces are committed to defending the country to force back external threats, the nation against threats from the council in the New Territories, the police officer Mokbara Saidat (Tolo news)

(14) China Could...
"China's power is increasingly uncertain," a former senior official of the U.S. military said. "China's power is perceived through the U.S. military is still perceived as a force to be reckoned with globally, and we see a threat from the new_mutex in the Middle East, build- ing autonomy, underinvestment in this region and the scale of America's liberal order," he said.

(15) U.S.
"The protests have prompted sharp reactions from Beijing, which has accused the United States of fomenting un- rest and has threatened to take measures against the United States if the protests continue. Beijing has warned that any intervention is possible, with paramili- tary forces drills in neighboring Shenzhen."
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